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Sink your teeth into nine steamy paranormal romances filled with alpha males, sexy shifters,

mischievous fae, smoking hot dragons, and more. Some of your favorite New York Times, USA

Today, and  Bestsellers have teamed up to bring you this limited time offer jam-packed with

suspense, thrills and enough excitement to keep you turning pages into the wee hours of the night!

Grab this while you can!
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So far I have only finished The Black Rose Chronicles: Deceit and Lies (Book 1) by A.K. MichaelsI

love this book. It is full of mystery, suspense and action. It is very well written, smooth flowing and

easy to read. The author does a great job portraying the characters, their emotions and the

experiences they go through.The Black Rose is an assassain. With her reputation, she is able to

pick and choose what targets she will accept and what the payment will be. She tries to make sure

those she accepts a hit on, are deserving of the punishment. She is fiercly loyal to those she cares

about. Her mentor Seth being at the top of that list. She is half wolf half witch. She must hide the



witch half from everyone or else risk being slaughtered.Seth is extremely loyal to Rose. When she

was dropped off at his doorstep so many years ago, nobody dreamed the situation would turn into

what it has. The world is a desolate and scary place. He would do whatever it takes to protect his

Rose.When the opportunity for a new mission lands in their lap, their are mixed feelings about

accepting the mission. One is all for the mission and one is more reserved. Well, decision is made,

now it's time to deal with the consequences of the decision.I highly recommend this book to people

who enjoy dystopian / paranormal books. I look forward to reading the other books in this collection

and will update my review..

I liked this book, and it was a great bargain. I found a new author that I like, A. K. Michaels. This

collection had the first book in a series about the Black Rose, I had to buy the rest of the books in

the series. A couple of the books I was not crazy with, a really like the rest. The Melanie James

story was very good. If it is still on sale, a definite buy.

The stories are great but this is a rebranding of previously released books. Some are the first books

of their respective series and others are deeper in their series.

Great compilation of paranormal short stories full of sexy hero's in search of a mate. This was a

wonderful taste of romance by several author's that were new to me. Many of the stories are part of

a series that I can't wait to continue.

I have read 5 stories so far and looking forward to reading the rest.EMBERS CURSE by Gena D.

LutzEmber Stilwell is a hybrid (half-wolf and half-vampire) and her pack is being attacked and

wolves are missing. Collin (a Alpha werewolf and leader of the Adelphi-Enforcers of the Law for all

the packs) has come to help and bring the guilty party/parties to justice. When Ember and Collin

meet each other, they find that they are each others heart-mate. Needless to say there's a lot of

sexual tension between the two. Not only are members of the pack disappearing but there is an evil

coming called the Darkin, who will decimate the human race if they get through the portal that will

open.You get so engrossed in this story you hate to put it down. You'll have to read it for yourself to

find out what the outcome will be. This book has it all-wolves, vampires and harpies. Also have hot

and sexual romance, action, some twists and turns, a few surprises and even some humor. I loved

this book and would highly recommend it.VOLATILE BREATH OF DARKNESS by Candice

StaufferThis story is about Nikolas Drake, a demon, and is so in love with Brianna Larkin. He fights



his love for her because he's so afraid of hurting her since she's a human. Brianna loves Nikolas too

and she gets angry with him because he keeps procrastinating. Will these two ever get together as

they should be? There were times I wanted to smack Nikolas on the side of his head to wake him

up!!We have some old friends from previous books in this story too. We have Joseph and Mia (just

love the way these two tease each other), also have our evil Demetri (or is he?). There is a lot of hot

sex and intrigue to keep you reading at a fast pace. Great story and characters and keeps your

interest from the beginning to the end.AWAKENING BRAY by Claudy Conn Prince Bray is an

immortal Fae and is the son of the phenomenal and notorious Prince Breslyn (I love that Fae!!).

Bray has been waiting for years for his mate, who happens to be his best friend Steve

McChauncey's sister, Wendy. Wendy McChauncey is a mortal, part Fios and Druid who also had

adored Prince Bray for years but knows mortals and immortals can't be together. How can they be

together and Bray says he'll work it out but Wendy isn't so sure that she can do what he wants. Will

these two be able to have their happy everafter??Then into the mix, is the evil alpha werewolf, Cain

Crowton, who is not what he seems and he also wants Wendy for his alpha mate and will do

anything to get her. Cain is also after the Olso Vampire Clan for his own nefarious reasons. Wendy

and her family are great friends of the vampire clan and want to help them against Cain. Yikes, what

else can go wrong?? We also have Steve McChauncey (Wendy's brother) who is a mortal Druid

priest and a growing romance with Kate Murphy, an immortal white witch from another realm.This

story has you on the edge of your seat and holding your breath to see what happens next! I love the

budding relationship between the two couples and the strong personalities of Wendy & Kate. The

men maybe strong alpha types, but they are not walking all over the two women! There is plenty of

action, suspense and hot romance.FUR EVER YOURS by Melanie JamesMina is a wolf shifter from

the Twisted Tail Pack who has been abused and is malnourished. This was done by her Alpha

Griffin Engle because she refuses to be his mate. She escapes from his clutches and wolves from

the Black Paw Pack find her and bring her to their Alpha Rafe She's so browbeaten she won't even

look at Rafe. When he gets her scent, he realizes he has met his mate. He sees how scared she is

and he sets out to show and prove to her how different his Pack is.This is an awesome Wolf Shifter

story. Mina comes into her own especially since she isn't abused anymore and has the love of Rafe

and his Pack. Loved this story and Rafe is awesome-has such patience with Mina. There are a few

surprises which made the story more fantastic. Has romance, surprises and some angst but what a

story!

I give each book (some full length) in this anthology at least 4-5 stars. Grab a copy if you're in



search of a quality read at a deeply discounted price.

I gave this a 5 because I loved most of the storylines here. Some authors I know and as usual they

write good stuff. Worth the money to read!!

There were several stories in the book and out of all of them there is one I did not finish as I could

not get into the story. There were three I had read before and the rest were new to me and I

thoroughly enjoyed them.
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